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1954 sales for 239 Bulloch county stores hit $14,724,000

Two things that make for SAFER driving!

The first and most important thing you can do to lower the accident-prone and law enforcement officers' costs your life and property is to drive sober...not under the influence of alcohol.

The second thing is the car itself. A car cannot stop by itself. That's why it is important to keep your tires inflated, your brakes and lights in good working order, and your mirrors adjusted properly.

Chevy engineers and designers have always made your safety a major concern. Now, in the latest model, safety is even more evident.

In both new makes means safer driving. Its special Windshield cleaning system helps with summer's eye-straining glare and keeps your field of vision clear. Its new safety glass is the safest one ever made.

Franklin Chevrolet Company, Incorporated
60 East Main Street
Statesboro, Georgia
The one drink your Holiday Guests will welcome...Coca-Cola

You’re sure to have guests. They’re sure to want Coke. Better have plenty...almost everyone appreciates the best!